
�SIRIUS-T� PACKAGE FORCHARACTERISTICS EVALUATIONOF THE QUEUEING SYSTEMSA. Dudin1, V. Klimenok1, G. Tsarenkov2;?1 Belarusian State University,2 BestSoft FLCC1;2 Minsk, Belarus? gtsarenkov�tut.byThis paper ontains desription of new features of software pakage �Sirius-T� as anelaboration of �Sirius++� and �Sirius-C� pakages. �Sirius-T� introdues new modelsfor alulation harateristis of tandem queues allowing performane evaluation andapaity planning of the teleommuniation networks and their fragments. Additionally,the software failitates a study of queueing models under onsideration of orrelatedservie and evaluation of the algorithms' numerial omplexity.Keywords: Teleommuniations, Computer Networks, Performane Charateristis,Queueing Systems, Tandems.1. INTRODUCTIONThe desribed software �Sirius-T� is the next generation of the software �Sirius++�that is desribed in [5℄. Apart minor extensions that failitate study of the queueing sys-tems under onsideration of the orrelated servie (desribed in terms of semi-Markovianproess) some major improvements have been made.One of suh improvements allows analysis of numerial omplexity of algorithms.Due to approximate nature of the implemented algorithms there is no analytial wayknown to perform suh analysis. However, with minor performane loss it is possibleto gather the information during alulation.Another improvement allows using alulation under di�erent platforms (e.g. dif-ferent operating systems or hardware). This is important while alulation preisiondi�ers depending on the development tools shipped with the platform.Finally, the most signi�ant improvement was ahieved by adding support of newqueueing systems. In partiular several tandem queues have been added to a set ofsupported models. This allows studying of more omplex networks and their fragments.The software �Sirius-T� has been developed in C++ using Mirosoft Visual Studio2008 and GNU GCC 4.5.1.2. DESCRIPTION OF THE TANDEM QUEUESBefore desribing tandem models supported by the �Sirius-T�, let us brie�y speifyommon aspets of studied tandem queues. The key di�erene of tandems from single58
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server queues is that it has two servie devies (servers). Servie time duration at the�rst server has general distribution with the �rst moment b1, 0 < b1 < 1. The �rstserver has a bu�er of size N (two ases are onsidered N <1 and N =1).The seond server is haraterized by the PH-type servie time distribution havingan irreduible representation (�; S). Here � is the stohasti row-vetor of dimensionK and S is K�K matrix having the negative diagonal and non-negative non-diagonalentries, suh as the olumn vetor S0 = �Se is non-negative and has at least onepositive entry. The average servie time is de�ned as �(�S)�1e. Here and in the sequele is olumn vetor of appropriate size onsisting of units. For more information aboutPH see [7℄. The bu�er before the seond server has size M � 1, M <1.Eah request needs to be sequentially served by �rst and seond servers.�Sirius-T� ontinues utilizing bath Markovian Arrival proess (BMAP ) as an input�ow. The BMAP , a speial lass of tratable Markov renewal proess, is a rih lass ofpoint proesses. It inludes many well-known proesses suh as stationary Poisson, PH-renewal proess, Markov Modulated Poisson Proess (MMPP ) and others. The epohsof ustomers' arrival (possibly in bathes of a random size) oinide with the transitionepohs of some ontinuous-time Markov hain �t; t � 0 alled as the direting proessof the BMAP. This proess has a �nite state spae f0; : : : ;Wg and it is ompletelyde�ned by some set of (W + 1)� (W + 1) matries Dk; k � 0: The matrix Dk onsistsof intensities of transitions of the proess �t; t � 0 that are aompanied by arrival of abath of size k into the system. The BMAP was introdued by D.Luantoni in [6℄ asa more nie form of versatile input proess introdued earlier by M.Neuts in [8℄. TheBMAP is reommended by many researhers as a good desriptor of �ows in the modernteleommuniation networks. It takes well into aount the bursty, orrelated nature ofthese �ows. It makes its exploiting to model the real life �ows being attrative.For understanding the examples from the following setion we need to desribe someadditional harateristis of the BMAP �ow. A matrix generating funtionD(z) = 1Xk=0 Dkzk; jzj � 1;introdued by D.Luantoni in [6℄ failitates analytial study of queueing systems. Thevetor � of the proess �t, t > 0 stationary distribution satis�es equations �D(1) =0; �e = 1: Here 0 is zero row vetor of appropriate size. The average intensity �(fundamental rate) of the BMAP is de�ned as� = �D0(z)jz=1e:The intensity �g of groups arrival is de�ned as�g = �(�D0)e;variane var of intervals between the groups arrival is alulated as:var = 2�g�1�(�D0)�1e� �g�2;59



the orrelation oe�ient or of intervals between the suessive groups arrival is al-ulated as or = (�g�1�(�D0)(D(1)�D0)(�D0)�1e� �g�2)=v:We onsider partial admission losses at �rst server if N <1, i.e. the only requestsfrom bath arrival will be lost that exeed the free bu�er apaities.We an now desribe and illustrate with numerial examples models supported by�Sirius-T�. 3. TANDEM QUEUES WITH LOSSESWe onsider BMAP jGj1jN ! �jPHj1jM tandem with possible losses at the �rstand the seond server (please see the �gure 1 for illustration). This model was studiedin paper [2℄.In ase the entering bath of ustomers �nds insu�ient number of plaes in a bu�er(or the bu�er is already full at all), the appropriate number of ustomers from the bathjoins a queue while the rest (or even the whole group) leaves the system forever (i.e.is lost at the �rst server). We denote the probability P (1)loss of the request to be lost atthe �rst server. In ase the ustomer ompletes the servie at �rst server and meetsthe bu�er before the seond server be busy, this ustomer leaves the system foreverand is onsidered to be lost at the seond server. We denote the probability P (2)loss ofthe request to be lost at the seond server. If bu�er before �rst server is in�nite, thenrequirements an be lost at the seond server only.
D(z)BMAP bu�er before�rst server1 N �rstGserverloss with P(1)loss loss with P(2)lossbu�er beforeseond server1 M seondPHserverFig. 1. Struture of the tandem queue with lossesLet us illustrate the module with some example.The input parameters of the tandem are de�ned as spei�ed below.Table 1 BMAP -�ow of intensity � = 10, intensity of groups �g = 5, with orrelationor = 0:2, and variation var = 12:2732D0 D1 = D3 D2�6:74538 5:45412� 10�65:45412� 10�6 �0:219455 2:01021 0:01340840:036728 0:0291068 2:68027 0:01787780:0489707 0:038809Servie time at the �rst server is degenerate. To vary servie time the followingvalues are used f0:01; 0:03; 0:05; 0:07; 0:08; 0:085; 0:09; 0:095; 0:1; 0:12; 0:14g.60



Phase-type servie time distribution at the seond server has the following parame-ters S = ��20 00 �80� ;� = �0:7 0:3� :These parameters make mean servie time at the seond phase equal to 0:03875.The bu�er apaity M at the seond server is 2.
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Fig. 2. Loss probability P (1)loss and P (2)loss at the �rst and at the seond servers depending onaverage servie time b1 at the �rst phase4. TANDEM QUEUES WITH BLOCKINGSWe onsider BMAP jGj1jN ! �jPHj1jM tandem with possible losses at the �rstserver and blokings of the �rst server if there is no free spae in a bu�er at the seondserver (please see the �gure 3 for illustration). This model was studied in paper [1℄.
D(z)BMAP bu�er before�rst server1 N �rstGserverloss with P(1)lossbloking with Pblokbu�er beforeseond server1 M seondPHserverFig. 3. Struture of the tandem queue with blokingsLet us illustrate the module with some example. We will use input data fromthe previous setion. However, due to ergodiity ondition, in ase of an ini�nite�rst bu�er, we need to limit servie time at the �rst server to the following valuesf0:01; 0:03; 0:05; 0:07; 0:08g. 61
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Fig. 4. Bloking probability Pblok and average queue length L2 at the seond server dependingon average servie time b1 at the �rst phase5. TANDEM QUEUES WITH FEEDBACK AND LOSSESWe onsider BMAP jGj1jN ! �jPHj1jM tandem with possible losses at the �rstserver and at the seond server as well as feedbak mehanism (please see the �gure3 for illustration). By feedbak we meen, that any request with probability p afterbeen served at the seond server an return to the bu�er at the �rst server, and withprobability 1� p an leave system forever. This model was studied in paper [4℄.
D(z)BMAP bu�er before�rst server1 N �rstGserverloss with P(1)loss leave with 1� ploss with P(2)loss
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Fig. 5. Struture of the tandem queue with feedbak and lossesLet us illustrate the module with some example. We will use input parameters asin the seond example, but the servie time distribution at the �rst server we onsiderdeterministi with T = 0:05.
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Fig. 6. Loss probability P (2)loss and average queue length L2 at the seond server depending onfeedbak probability p6. TANDEM QUEUES WITH RETRIALS AND LOSSESWe onsider BMAP jGj1 ! �jPHj1jM tandem with retrials at the �rst server andpossible losses at the seond server. The orbit before the �rst server is in�nite. If anarriving request �nds the �rst server busy it joins the orbit and tries to get servie inexponentially distributed time intervals with intensity �i = i� + , where i denotesnumber of ustomers at the orbit. This model was studied in paper [3℄.We will use the same input data as in previous setion, but the retrial intensity inthis example is onsidered to be linear one, i.e.�i = i� + ; i � 1;where i denotes number of ustomers in an orbit and � = 3,  = 5.The bu�er size at the seond server as well as the alulated performane hara-teristis are given in the table 2 below.Additionally, probability P (2)0 denotes that the seond server is idle at arbitraryepoh.Table 2 Results of some performane harateristis alulations for di�erent inputparametersParameters Case 1 Case 2M 9 4L1 1.96517 1.13647L2 2.33711 1.098326Ploss 0.178394 0.254642P0;0 0.279899 0.286573P (2)0 0.308468 0.281546
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